14th October

ACROSS
1 Cedar chest outcast
5 Flannel-shirted polo Alexander
10 "Taming of the Shrew" setting
15 Where clay becomes pottery
19 Notion: prefix
20 British nurse Cavell
21 Muslim priests
22 "Factory Girl" role
23 Overt
25 TV antenna
27 Audit agency
28 Sometimes-bearded flower
29 "It's a Pity" (George Harrison)
31 Plastic perm protector
32 Antiquer's aid
33 "...Moses" (Jerry Reed song)
34 Shoved off
35 WWII agcy.
36 Incarnation of a god, to Hindus
39 Like sun-kissed cheeks
40 Evergreen
42 Sea duck
43 Minister's Sun. talk
44 Sniff
46 "Man of Steel" director
50 Refrain syllables
51 Many: prefix
53 Actress Raines
54 Frilly
55 Hanoi's land, informally
56 East Indian fig tree
57 Carrillo and Genn
58 Unlike Twiggy
59 Loser in a horse race
61 Save
63 Ached
64 Low in iron
66 Vocal pauses
67 Cruised
69 "Shivering" trees
71 Decorate in relief
74 Becomes irate
77 Second-yr. students
78 Melody for Tebaldi
79 Harmony
81 Ab ___ (from the beginning)
82 Silent Negri
83 Fasting season
84 Evenings, in Ewian
85 Pianist Gilles
86 Monument
88 Burdened
90 Train systems: abbr.
91 Scruggs's partner
92 Without ifs, ands, or buts
94 Cartel founded in 1960: abbr.
96 Jai alai baskets
97 Weathermen's parent org.
100 Insts.
101 "Nein" and "nyet"
102 Shave
103 Ancient instrument
105 Ask for ID
106 Underground bulb
107 Feathered Australian
110 Conquers through brute force
112 Supervise
115 ___ Bien Phu, Vietnam
116 Former Egyptian leader
117 Like a caftan
118 Jeanne and Genevieve, e.g.: abbr.
119 Word on old gas station signs
120 Procedures: abbr.
121 Trigonometry ratios
122 Stiff hair

DOWN
1 __ Me (Dr. Evil's sidekick)
2 Nose offender
3 Eastern holidays
4 ____ pollai
5 Ogler
6 Jean of "Arsenic and Old Lace"
7 Playing marbles
8 Counterpart of the Pac.
9 French cathedral city
10 Fishing reels
11 Latin I word
12 European flatfish
13 "Singing in the Rain" props
14 Burmese and Latians
15 Peachy's partner
16 Where taters grow
17 Turkish coins
18 Finch homes
20 Stogie
26 Gigantic person
30 Bean and sauce
32 Roscose of "Freaks"
33 Main arteries
34 Smacks
36 Insurance provider
37 __ pneumonia
38 Neck projection
39 Be dependent
40 Brazilian city
41 Popular aquarium fish
43 Shiite's counterpart
45 Gilbert and Manchester
47 Coin-op suds shop
48 Tip
49 "Blue"
51 Sirs' counterparts
52 Prepare for hatching
56 British guns
58 Became ashen
60 Radius, to the diameter
62 Greek letter
63 Fishing spots
65 Wheaties and Special K
68 Hebrew lyres
69 Nile vipers
70 Byproduct of combustion
72 TV's "The ___ Project"
73 Makes music for movies
75 Musical set in Argentina
76 Simpletons
78 Frank Sinatra standard
80 Round: abbr.
85 Otherwise
87 Journalist Stewart
89 Queen of Jordan
91 Manhattan Project physicist
93 Transversely
95 Rides a bike
96 Judy and Marcel
97 English potter
98 "Garfield" cartoonist Jim
99 Old-time daggers
101 Publisher Condé and family
102 Miss America contestant's must
104 First Bond film baddie
105 Auto follower
106 Slangy summons
107 Major or bachelor follower
108 "...Millie" ('50s sitcom)
109 Astronomical bear
111 Flanders and Koch
113 "Where begin..." ("Love Story" theme)
114 Draft initials
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